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Learning objectives

First Illinois HFMA Fall
Summit

• Identify pain points for consumers in healthcare billing and payment

Following our presentation, attendees should be able to:
• Identify key trends driving change in the New Health Economy
• Identify critical shifts occurring in the healthcare industry
• Explain solutions in billing and payment desired by consumers
• Identify practical solutions for healthcare stakeholders, both nearterm and longer-term
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• Identify practical solutions being used by peer organizations to
modernize payment and billing
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Background

About this report
A horse-and-buggy in a world
contemplating driverless cars, the
healthcare industry’s consumer
payment system is an inefficient
antique.
Much
M
h can b
be d
done iin th
the near-term
t
tto
improve the system, but longer-term
fixes will require a new structure for a
New Health Economy.
Published May 7, 2015
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Consumers out-of-pocket spend on healthcare
continues to rise…
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…and they want healthcare to mirror other parts
of their lives

Percentage of covered workers enrolled in a plan with a deductible of $1,000 or more
for single coverage:
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Source: Kaiser Family Foundation – 2014 Employer Health Benefits Survey
Source: PwC Health Research Institute, April 2014, “Healthcare’s New Entrants: Who will be the industry’s Amazon.com?”
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A new era of healthcare is emerging

Consumer-centricity: Healthcare is following
other industries

• Value over volume

• Fueled by technology
• Built on analytics

1980 - present

Customized and datadriven

Present

Future
Ongoing shift

Blockbuster drug
model
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And yet payment and billing is stuck in the past

Online booking

Standardized marketing
and inventory
Limited hours and
standardized
treatment plans

The New Health Economy is a trademark of PwC.
PwC

Present
24/7 banking, real-time
payments

Limited travel
agency availability

• Sophisticated customer
segmentation

TM

Past
Teller-based

PwC

Personalization of
treatments
and protocols
Personalized
medicines
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To modernize, billing and payment must embrace
consumer-oriented principles

Transparency
Quality
Reliability
Convenience
Seamlessness
Affordability
PwC
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Findings
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Many consumers are dissatisfied, except when it
comes to retail pharmacies
US consumers were asked survey questions designed to measure opinions on
various aspects of the payment and billing processes for hospitals, pharmacies
and health insurers:
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Patients were most unhappy with hospital billing

Affluent consumers report more unhappiness with
their insurers’ billing and payment efforts

HRI surveyed 1,000 US consumers about their billing and payment experience
in hospitals, pharmacies and insurance companies. Three groups of consumers
registered more dissatisfaction than the general population, or were more
willing to challenge their bills – patients, millennials, and affluent consumers.
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Millennials are more likely to look for cheaper
options
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What consumers want from hospitals

Patients
PwC
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What consumers want from retail pharmacies

Patients
PwC

Millennials

Millennials

Affluent
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What consumers want from insurers

Patients

Affluent
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Millennials

Affluent
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Strategies: Accelerate the migration
to digital

1

Accelerate the move to digital
Digital case study: Money2 for Health

“It is a clunky, cumbersome
process. We knew that we had
a great opportunity to solve
the providers’ issues as well,
by solving the consumer’s
primary
i
pain
i point.
i t A ttrue
win-win.”
-Erin Hatzikostas, Aetna’s
PayFlex

• Launched last year by Citibank and Aetna, the
Money2 for Health portal pulls together medical bills,
allowing consumers to link their bank accounts, most
credit cards, health savings accounts and flexible
savings accounts.
accounts
• Consumers can schedule one or multiple payments
in advance and also pay bills with different funds with
just a few clicks.
• Healthcare providers who sign up receive payments
electronically and pay Citi a percentage of the
transaction in exchange for the quicker electronic
payment.
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Strategies: Sidestep claims

Accelerate the move to digital
Don’t ignore the
front-end

Think “HealthWealth” 2.0
Wealth

Embrace
transparency

Involve cybersecurity
early in plans
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Sidestep claims

The growth of high-deductible plans means more consumers will pay for care out-ofpocket. New entrants are reconsidering whether these cash payments require claims, and
consumers are interested.
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Sidestep claims

“The traditional insurance
pathway introduced so many
barriers for a startup. We
could not afford the 40-to-50
–day lag in accounts
receivable.
i bl Th
Thatt iis a d
deall
breaker for a startup.”
-Dr. Sylvan Waller, Alii
Healthcare
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Sidestep claims case study: Alii
Healthcare
• Atlanta-based startup Alii Healthcare is sidestepping the claims-based payment system, charging
consumers $100 for an e-visit an emergency room
doctor via smartphone.
smartphone Insurance is not accepted.
accepted
• Alii found that typical users have some things in
common – they describe themselves as healthy, busy,
and always on their smartphones.
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Strategies: Embrace simplicity

Sidestep claims

Partner with a
sidestepper

Consider eliminating
claims for some
services

Think wellness

PwC
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Embrace simplicity

Embrace simplicity case study: Banner
Health
•

•
-Betsy Sullivan, Banner
Health

•
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Embrace simplicity

“We have a very positive
response. It was our
consumers that drove the
change.”

PwC

Several years ago, Phoenix-based Banner Health
took on some added complexity in order to offer its
customers simplicity.
The seven-state
seven state network of 25 acute-care
acute care hospitals
and health facilities knew its customers frequently
complained about receiving cascades of medical
bills.
Banner decided its customers would receive one
bill, which they could pay down without having to
worry which doctor or department to pay.
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Strategies: Multiply payment options

Resist the urge to do
too much

Focus on the
empowered
consumer

PwC
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Multiply payment options
Multiply payment options case study:

“One of the top reasons people CarePayment
fail to pay their medical bills is
• CarePayment works with healthcare companies to
a lack of viable financing
provide patients with flexible, 0% APR open-ended
options. Hospitals across the
lines of credit to pay for medical bills across 700
country are dealing with
providers health systems,
systems and physician
almost
l
t $50 billion
billi in
i bad
b d debt
d bt healthcare providers,
even though lots of people are groups.
willing and able to pay.”
-Craig Hodges,
CarePayment
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• CarePayment’s “secret sauce,” said Craig Hodges,
CEO, is working with consumers whose accounts
would have gone straight to bad debt. With lines of
credit, the company can create longer term payment
plans.
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Conclusion: A roadmap

Multiply payment options

Engage early

Talk about cost

Carefully consider
extending credit

Build for tomorrow

PwC
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Healthcare payments has spawned a complex web
of point and network solutions

A roadmap
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Questions?
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For more information:
Jesse Owdom
Director, PwC Strategy&
Health Industries New Entrants & Innovators
(804) 513-4741
jesse.owdom@pwc.com
Trine Tsouderos
Di
Director,
Health
H lhR
Research
h IInstitute
i
(312) 241-3824
trine.k.tsouderos@us.pwc.com
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